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Why is This Newsletter Called
Voyageur?

Because we’d have really been in trouble
if we’d called it The Sacrament of the
Tabernacle.

Party Like it’s 2823
2801: Can-Con
2802: ChiZine
2804: Borderlands Books
2811: Fan Lounge
2815: Brotherhood Without Banners
2816: Gaylaxicon
2818: NESFA Press
2823: Denvention Thank You
2826: Chicago in 2012
2830: Hadley Rille Books

Once again, lots of exciting things are
going on at parties.

ChiZine will be launching books by
Daniel Rabuzzi, Claude Lalumière,
David Nickle, Robert J. Wiersema, Lavie
Tidhar and Nir Yaniv. Guests will
include most of those authors and many
others. Hadley Rille books and Soundz
Intriguing are launching books by Kim
Vandervort and Anne Fraser.

Prix Jacques-Brossard

Le prix Jacques-Brossard est décerné
cette année à Frédérick Durand pour son
recueil de nouvelles fantastiques « À
l’intention des ombres » (Éditions Vents
d’Ouest) et son roman fantastique La
Nuit soupire quand elle arrête (La Veuve
noire). Le lauréat reçoit une bourse de
2 500 $ provenant de différents dons
recueillis par la corporation Passeport
pour l’imaginaire qui gère le prix
Jacques-Brossard.

The Jacques-Brossard prize is awarded
this year to Frédérick Durand for his
story “À l’intention des ombres” and his
novel La Nuit soupire quand elle arrête. The
winner receives a prize of $2,500,
generously donated by Passeport Pour
l’Imaginaire. More information at http://
www.grandprixsffq.ca/

Scooter Squibs

If you are on the wish list for scooter
rental, please stop by Handicapped
Services to check for availability, who
may be able to accommodate you.

There’s not much space on the Delta
party floor. If you have a scooter but can
walk limited distances, you will find it
easier to park the scooter in the lobby
and travel by foot to the parties. Take
your keys.

Important Notice (Fire)

Remember that the Palais will open up
the terrace on the 7th floor tonight, so
you can watch the South African
fireworks team in L’International des
Feux Loto-Quebec. Firing is at 22:00.

Early Costuming

Several costume programme items have
been moved one hour earlier. Details and
full list in programming.

Saturday Morning Constitutional
The WSFS Business meeting mainly
focused on ratifying constitutional
amendments passed in Denver.

The Mark Protection Committee
nominees announced on Friday were
elected unopposed.

The contribution of Peter Weston to
refining the design of the Hugo was
formally recognised in the constitution.
The proposal to abolish the Semi-Prozine
Hugo failed ratification. Instead, Chris
Barkley is chairing a committee to
recommend improvements to the
category. The need to clarify the
meaning of ‘non-professional’ was noted.
An amendment on the eligibility of
electronic and other non-print works
passed without modification.
The Best Graphic Story is now a
permanent category until 2012, when
further ratification will be required.
More fun and excitement tomorrow
when site selection results are announced
and future Worldcons and bids present.
[UK in 2014 Rah Rah Rah! —Ed.]
—Lew Wolkoff

Sushi! Neil Gaiman! Squeeeeee!
Neil Gaiman had sushi last night with
some of the teens. “This makes up for
everything bad that has ever happened
in my entire life ever,” explained
Marianne Cain, before adding
“Squeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!”

‘Worldcon or SF University?’

More Fan Fundery

Why call it Worldcon? Isn’t it more like
University? Really, think about it: in
University you choose your own classes,
same with Worldcon. And also don't the
workshops feel like classes? Doesn't it
feel like higher education? So it just
raises the question, “why Worldcon?”
—Jamei Zunic (age 12)
[Surely if it were like University we would
stay up far too late and drink our own
weight in beer? —Ed.]

This year’s Fan Fund winners, Steve
Green (TAFF), LeAmber Kensley (CUFF)
and Emma Hawkes (DUFF), wish to
thank everyone for their hospitality and
generosity. Anyone interested in
knowing more about the history and
mechanics of Fan Funds is invited to an
explanatory panel on Sunday 14:00 P511D.

Overheard in the Halls

Try to look out the windows of the
Palais, especially when riding the
escalator. The colours are gorgeous and
no one seems to notice them. An
anonymous reader tells us they are the
coolest windows ever; they have clearly
never been to York Minster.

Robert Klein, SASK CA
Ken McCaw, Perth Australia
Daniels Doyne, MD USA

Food Glorious Food
Bofingers (5667 Sherbrooke W) has fun
meaty food. Pick your meat, pick your
sauce, pick your side and eat meat!
Famous for their sandwiches. Bring your
appetite though—I could not finish my
ribs. Moderate price, good service, great
food, paper towels on the table for the
inevitable mess.
—Judith Lewis
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“Do you think I’ve gone to enough of
this to get academic credit?”

Lost and Found

Look at the Colours, Man

And we have more volunteer raffle
winners; prizes from the volunteer area
in 210D:

Lost and found is in the Palais, at the
Info Desk. After 24 hours, or when the
Palais is closed, contact Ops in the Delta.
Some people have been offering
rewards, so please do hand things in and
say who you are as you do so!

Staﬀ News

If you’re staff on the con, remember
there’s a staff den to feed you. Location
and menu from Ops.

Press Café at the far end of the Palais: I
had a lovely crêpe with chocolate and
banana and fresh cream. They also have
croissants (under $5), including whole
wheat stuffed with ham, egg, cheese etc.

Remembering Phyllis Gotlieb

The next morning, incredibly, it happened again, and again during critiques. This time it was writer Phyllis Gotlieb who had
passed, at the age of 83. In Canada, we'd dubbed her the mother of Canadian science fiction. She was that, and more; a mother
in fact, a poet, a wife. She and her husband Kelly were still palpably in love after decades of marriage. Phyllis was tiny, and had
been becoming increasingly frail, but I remember seeing her run to share her joy with Kelly when she had a new book out.
When I was a barely published sprat trying to find my way in the world of science fiction publishing, Phyllis generously shared
with me in an email exchange her experiences with agents. On panels, she was witty and though soft-spoken and (mostly)
gentle, she didn't suffer fools. Her writing shone with talent, with skill, with compassion. Canada’s Sunburst Award for the
Literature of the Fantastic is named after Phyllis' first novel. We've all lost a treasure.
—Nalo Hopkinson
There is a story that might shine some light on the state of Canadian sf a decade or so ago, but which does vividly evoke
memories of the Canadian sf and fantasy writer Phyllis Gotlieb, who died on 14 July 2009, after a long life. At a gathering of
Canadian writers, some time after the death of Judith Merril, two of Merril’s close friends began (justly) to extol her memory,
and in Gotlieb’s hearing described Merril as “the mother of Canadian sf”.
In her quiet, wiry voice—a voice it was unwise to ignore—Phyllis said “Yes, well, if she’s the mother of Canadian sf, then I'm the
grandmother of Canadian sf”. The founding of the Sunburst Award—pointedly named after Gotlieb's first novel—may not have
directly followed upon this moment of just self-assertion, but there are few Canadians in the field in 2009 who do not now know
their grandmother.
Phyllis Gotlieb was born on 26 May 1926, married Kelly Gotlieb in the early 1950s, and began her publishing career as a minor
but incisive poet a few years later; Doctor Umlaut's Earthly Kingdom (coll. 1974) is perhaps of most interest to sf readers.
Sunburst, which like most of her work was published in the USA, focuses on the kind of material always central to her: complex
interactions amongst complex beings caught in trying (sometimes space-operatic) circumstances. Sunburst focuses upon mutant
children who form a gestalt; the Sven Dahlgren books, beginning with O Master Caliban! (1976), subjects Dahlgren to
behavioural experiments as cruel as those found in Gene Wolfe.
In all, she wrote 12 books of strong genre interest. Her calm, astonishingly youthful voice could be heard in all of them. She won
the first Aurora Award in 1982, for lifetime achievement. Even then she was the grandmother.
—John Clute
This issue produced by Alison Scott, with illustrations by Sue Mason, and assistance from Marianne, Jan, René, Eugene and the
Cabal. Luckily, we are now beer-enabled in Callière. Still no gin or cupcakes though.

